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1. Almost every dentist and dental technician knows this problem. Everything seems perfect on the model and articulator. The 
customised anterior design is complete. However, a completely different situation is apparent in the patient’s mouth. The anterior 
teeth are at an angle!
Frustration sets in. In the majority of cases the restoration has to be restarted from the very beginning.
How does this happen? 

2. On the one hand models are trimmed, creating lines that unconsciously affect our actions. Another aspect that causes irritation is 
the direction of the prepared teeth. Very often we see that the dentist’s position while preparing the teeth is a “directional guide” for 
the subsequent restoration. Hinge axis determination also does not help, as it does not centre the longitudinal axis in the face. 

What we really need is an axis that documents the face in an accepted vertical direction. 
We therefore see very clearly with approximately 10 mm long teeth whether their axes integrate harmoniously in the face. It is not 
important to find or define the facial midline but only the longitudinal axis. The upper centrals are rarely located exactly in the facial 
midline. 

If we have a longitudinal axis around which we can work, diverse variations are available to the technician for setting up harmonious 
asymmetry by manipulation of the tooth shapes. 
The “Linefinder”, which we developed, gives us a quick, simple possibility of transferring the longitudinal axis in the face to the 
articulator. This can be transferred regardless of which articulator is used. The fixed point is the maxilla and is therefore 
unchangeable.

Handling: 

The “Linefinder” is fixed in position intraorally with a bite fork using hard silicone. 
The longitudinal axis is then attached 10 cm on a magnetic field. Once the axis has been determined, it is fixed on the device using 
two screws. The “Linefinder” is placed on the upper model and transferred to the respective articulator using the technician axis. 

Sometimes everything is so easy, you just have to do it! 




